
Retrospect Interschutz/Interpolice 2005, Hannover   
 
 
 
DELTA COMPONENTS GmbH  
reviews a successful participation at the exhibition 
Interschutz/Interpolice from June 6-11 2005.  
 
 
 
 
The summary of 1,385 exhibitors and approximately 140,000 visitors:  
 

„Interschutz/Interpolice 2005 was an absolute success.’’ 
 

 
 

 
As “tandem” exhibition the Interschutz (1,235 exhibitors) and Interpolice (150 exhibitors) proved their 
international authority: a historically grown and established exhibition was enhanced for the challenges 
of the future.   
 
"We are facing a change of the threats. The safety requirements have changed, the separation of civil 
defence and civil protection is outdated '', said Federals Minister of the Interior Otto Schilly, who had 
taken over the patronage for both fairs.  
 
In the context of the Interpolice DELTA COMPONENTS showed in Hall 27 its comprehensive product 
portfolio within the range mobile computing.  
Emphasis was laid on PCs for vehicle applications, monitors for flush mounting and vehicle applications, 
GPS products for satellite navigation, and services.   
 
The displayed motorcycle type BMW RT with integrated DeltaCar PC, which was installed in the DIN 
radio pit in the cowl attracted a lot of attention. The integrated LCD TFT terminal with TouchScreen 
surface implemented visualization. Many visitors could convince themselves of the well working man-
machine interface, which was shown with the software DeltaSoft for the first time on a two-wheeler. The 
purpose of exhibiting that two-wheeler was to make aware of the potentials of mobile computing also in 
extreme environmental conditions. In many discussions it became clear that there are certain fields, 
where the potentials of mobile navigation and communication are required. 
 
Many visitors had operated the control concept independently, without preceding explanation, which 
confirmed that the structure and way of prompting and visualization were developed in line with 
standard usage. 
 
 
On the next page you will find further photos of the exhibition booth and the exposed exhibits. 
 
 



Photo gallery: 
 

  
BMW-RT with DeltaCar-PC und helmet 
with BlueTooth-handsfree set (2 
microphones, 2 speakers are integrated 
in the helmet) 

User Interface DeltaSoft: multimedia-
sound-adjustment 

Discussion on the need for operational-
PCs on two-wheelers 

Highly motivated members of Young-
Fire-Fighters. Naturally this age group 
has no problem with handling a PC 

 

  
CEO Joachim M. Ebi was pleased by the 
active interest of trade visitors  

 

Exhibition booth with the motorcycle as 

eyecatcher 

Easy Navigation with TouchScreen-
operation 

GSM-telephony at keystroke  

  
Mobile computing live: easy Internet 
access with Onscreen-keyboard 

High-End DeltaCar-PC version integrated 
into the center console of a Mercedes A-
Class  

Installation situation of the DeltaCar PC 
in the DIN pit housing of motorcycle 
BMW-RT  

Presentation of LCD-TFT monitors for 
vehicle and industrial applications 
Showcase: GPS-Navigation-Products, 
Box-PCs, Industrial-PC Board Products, 
LCD-TFT terminals and monitors 
 

  
DeltaCar-PC with 6,5“ LCD-TFT-monitor 
and software-solution for navigation 
(Moving Map) for general aviation 

 

GOT flush-mounting Panel-PC with 
aluminium-magnesium-housing, 
TouchScreen-surface, IP65 waterproof 

At the booth of company Rosenbauer: 
airport-fire truck Simba HRET of the 
airport fire brigade Frankfurt/Fraport. In 
this vehicle 2 DeltaCar PCs are installed 
for most diverse applications.  
Rosenbauer integrates the LCD TFT 
terminals with TouchScreen surface into 
the instrument panel. 

Presentation of the deployment software: 
navigation, communication, thermal 
image camera, and visualisation, to 
name but a few of Honeywell Airport 
Systems  

 

 
 
Final Consideration 
 
DELTA COMPONENTS experienced the participation in the Interschutz/Interpolice 2005 as very 
successful. Necessity for mobile computing in most diverse fields was shown clearly. The international visitors 
were highly interested in the exhibition booth and the exposed exhibits. 
 
DELTA COMPONENTS thanks all visitors for the interest shown and looks forward to strengthen the 
established contacts further on. 
 
 
Waldshut, June 17, 2005 
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